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The time to prepare your guns for survival is long before a major crisis hits.

The replacement parts will be much easier to locate, be cheaper, better selection, and in most cases
will be still legal to buy or have in your possession.

If you wait until just before or just after the crisis, any spare gun parts will either be unbelievably
expensive or totally unavailable.

Gun Parts to Hoard to Keep Your Gun in Service for Life

To keep the firearms in good working condition a good firearms repair manual covering the firearms
you own, several good quality cleaning kits, and a good quality shooter's tool kit will be needed.

It is very important to know the estimated number of rounds the gun will fire before needing various
types of servicing. From there, you can base purchases of spare parts and other times on the
projected number of rounds you may wind up firing with each gun.

You should have at least enough kits on hand to cover all the ammo in your survival cache, and then
double or triple based on what you may pick up after the crisis hits.

Each of the cleaning kits should have:

Cleaning rods that can be assembled to clean pistols, rifles, and shotguns.
Wire brushes and swabs for each caliber or gauge.
A good quantity of cleaning solvents and lubricants.

Shooter’s tool kit:

Hammers: Rubber hammer and a brass hammer.
Punch set: Different diameters and lengths will be needed to push out pins when doing
cleaning, maintenance, or weapon repairing.
Screwdrivers with different tips.
Small metal files with different sizes of cutting edges.
Emery cloth with different size grit.
Other hand tools like pliers, wire cutters, and hex wrenches.

Gun Parts to Hoard

For every firearm you own there should be a spare parts kit available from the manufacturer. Keeping
these on hand will ensure that all of firearms will last longer, maintain their accuracy, and be more
dependable.

The following is a general listing of minimal spare parts to have on hand. Like all minimal lists this is
just a starting point, add to it based on the manual for your gun and to satisfy your individual needs.
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Parts kit for pellet rifles

Replacement piston, springs, and seals.

Parts kit for rifles

Firing pins and firing pin springs
Extractor, extractor pin, and extractor spring
Sear, hammer, trigger, springs, and other trigger parts if needed

Parts kit for shotguns

Extractor, extractor spring,
Firing pins and firing pin springs
Hammer, sear, trigger, springs, and other trigger parts if needed

Parts kit for handguns

Semi-auto pistol

Barrel
Recoil spring
Extractor and extractor spring
Firing pin and firing pin spring
Ejector and ejector spring
Trigger, hammer, sear, springs and other trigger parts if needed
Mainspring

Revolvers 

Cylinder center pin spring
Cylinder latch spring
Cylinder release spring
Ejector rod
Ejector rod spring
Mainspring
Hammer, sear, trigger, and trigger spring

Where to Get Your Spare Parts

The manufacturer should always have spare parts or other aftermarket supplies. You can ask the
company gunsmith about the pros and cons of buying and storing various parts for your specific gun
model. They will be able to offer insights based on quality control after sales information as well as
from other sources.

If the manufacturer is no longer in business, the gun is too old, or you are looking for cheaper prices,
do not miss out on local gun shows. You can always find an experienced gunsmith and ask them
about which parts to buy and why. Also you can see, touch, and inspect the parts before you buy
them.
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As a last resort, you can look online for information about which parts are most likely to fail, and
focus on adding extra units to your parts kit.

The following internet sites I have used in the past to locate and purchase replacement or spare parts
for the firearms that I own. I recommend them because the price and the quality of their goods are
excellent.

For Handguns, rifles, and shotguns of all types I recommend brownells.com.

For AR-15 Parts: 

midwayusa.com/ar15-parts
cheaperthandirt.com
brownells.com
cmmginc.com
davidscollectibles.com

For AK-47/74 Parts

midwayusa.com
brownells.com
tapco.com/products/ak
davidscollectibles.com

What to Do If What You Need Is Not Available

During and after a crisis there will be no authorized service, no guarantees, little or no spare parts,
and maintenance kits for firearms will be a thing of the past. If a firearm breaks and is no longer
serviceable, keep it and cannibalize it for parts that may be traded for spare parts for other usable
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firearms.

If you are attacked by other wandering groups and a firefight occurs, there is no wrong in fighting to
the death and taking whatever supplies the other party had at the time of the skirmish. Take and keep
captured firearms for replacement weapons or spare parts. Bury the dead respectfully from both
sides and move on.

Improvised Solutions to Keep Your Firearms Working

Being a good gunsmith and a blacksmith can help keep your group's firearms and other equipment in
good working order. It can also be used as a trade to barter for food and other needs as society drifts
towards reformation.

Be sure to appoint at least one person in your group to be proficient in this trade; and then have at
least one or two apprentices. These students should be taught how to repair firearms by making and
repairing stocks, how to make small metal parts, and how to heat treat them.

Because of the difficulty associated with making stamped steel products for firearms outside of a
steel mill, there will be a return to older firearm designs that can be hand forged.

The time to prepare your firearms for a crisis is now, before the economy crashes for good and a
crisis that seriously disrupts daily life starts. Obtain and make spare parts kits now before the parts
and information become unattainable.

Now is the time to learn to become a gunsmith and a blacksmith. These trades can also be a lifesaver
to your survival group.
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